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Abstract: Games and game elements are increasingly used by organizations to facilitate learning and motivation, often without a clear understanding how they actually achieve these effects. This may lead to the insufficient design and use of serious games as well as gamified applications. Since the development of such applications is usually expensive, high costs and few realized benefits might result. In order to avoid such unfavorable outcomes, it is necessary to understand the underlying mechanisms that lead to learning and motivation. For this purpose, this study reviews research articles describing the use of games and game elements beyond entertainment and outlines their theoretical foundations. Based on the resulting insights, several theory-driven design guidelines for game-based learning and motivation are derived. This study therefore equips researchers with theoretical insights on how games and game elements facilitate learning and motivation, and practitioners with theory-driven design guidelines for their design and evaluation.
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1 Introduction

Games and game elements are increasingly utilized by organizations to facilitate learning and motivation [LLS13]. They are employed for example as “serious games” to create experiential learning environments that fulfill more goals than simply entertaining players [Ab87]. Rather, they aim at advancing these players by improving their capabilities or knowledge [ZHR12]. Another possible use of games and game elements is “gamification” [De11]. Here, game elements are used in a non-game context in order to achieve motivational effects [Ka12]. Beyond that, there are games that solve real-world problems just by being played [ALB06]. In the game “Peekaboom” for example, players identify objects in pictures and thus enhance a computer vision algorithm [ALB06].

Despite successful applications already developed, previous research lacks systematic investigations of the mechanisms of gamification [Ka12], or how instructional theories can frame the design of serious games [Ch10]. Without such an understanding, serious games might end up as “drill and practice activities sugar-coated with game characteristics” [Ch10] and gamification might be perceived as “exploitationware” [Bo15] instead of intrinsically motivating participants. Since the development of such applications is usually expensive [Bo10], their insufficient design might result in high costs and few realized benefits. It is therefore necessary to understand how games and game elements facilitate learning and motivation.
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lead to learning and motivation, because this understanding helps to frame the design and evaluation of “gameful” experiences for learning and motivation. In contrast to existing theoretical approaches, that focus mostly on motivation theories, this study provides a holistic view on games and game elements, which results in considering both motivation and learning theories. Hence, this study seeks to provide answers to the following two research questions:

**RQ1:** How do games and game elements facilitate learning and motivation?

**RQ2:** How can theory frame the design of game-based learning and motivation?

In order to answer these questions, this study conducts a literature review, as this research method can be used to establish a theoretical foundation for an emerging issue [WW02]. For this purpose, the theoretical foundations of research articles describing the use of games and game elements beyond entertainment are examined. Based on the resulting insights, this study suggests several theory-driven design guidelines for game-based learning and motivation, thus providing an answer to the second research question.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 defines different ways of using games and game elements beyond entertainment. The method and search setup employed are described in section 3. A review of the theoretical foundation of using games and game elements for learning and motivation is afterwards conducted in section 4, followed by the resulting design guidelines for game-based learning and motivation in section 5. The paper closes in section 6 with a conclusion and possibilities for future research.

## 2 Using Games and Game Elements beyond Entertainment

When using games and game elements beyond entertainment, Deterding et al. [De11] propose three basic usage types: Gamification, serious games and games with a purpose. These usage types are described in the following.

Gamification can be defined as using game design elements in non-game contexts [De11]. Common game elements include points, badges, leaderboards and avatars [ZC11]. The aim of gamification often lies in motivating a specific behavior of users by implementing different (mostly social) reward structures [Ka12]. Considering this intention, gamification is defined in this paper as using game elements in non-game contexts in order to motivate a specific user behavior.

In contrast to using just game elements, serious games employ full-fledged games [De11]. They are often defined as games that are not limited to the purpose of entertainment [Ab87]. Serious games originate from the military, they are hence mostly concerned with acquiring new skills and teaching players educational content [Sm10]. In opposition to “educational games” (or “edugames”), this educational content can hardly be separated from the game mechanics, which is why learning takes place while playing...
Games are gaining increasing relevance in the Information Systems (IS) domain as so-called “interactive hedonic systems” [LB10]. This review therefore starts with examin-
ing publications from this domain. Thus, a manual search of relevant research articles in the AIS Senior Scholars’ Basket of Journals is conducted. Additional sources for the manual search are the journal “Decision Support Systems” (DSS) and a special issue on gamification in “Creativity and Innovation Management” (CAIM). Conference proceedings from the “International Conference on Information Systems” (ICIS) and the annual meeting on informatics in the “Lecture Notes in Informatics” (LNI) are also included in the search. The AIS Senior Scholars’ Basket of Journals is considered since it comprises a widely accepted set of top journals in the field of IS research. The journals DSS and CAIM are selected because of their relevance to business and information systems engineering. Last, the conference proceedings from the ICIS and LNI are considered since they provide current publications from manifold research communities, such as human computer interaction. The investigation period covers the years 2009 to 2014. Every title as well as (in case of relevant terms) every heading is searched for formulations which indicate that games or game elements are being used beyond entertainment. The result of this manual search consists of 42 relevant publications.

In a next step, journals for a structured literature search are identified by looking up the references of the relevant publications mentioned above for journals that are specialized on the usage of games and game elements. This identification revealed the journals “Simulation & Gaming” (S&G) and “Games and Culture” (G&C). These journals are therefore being used for a structured keyword search considering all publications until 2014. The search terms employed are the usage types of games and game elements beyond entertainment presented by Deterding et al. [De11]. Since the term “Serious Gaming” is often used synonymously with “Serious Games”, both search terms are used for serious games. The search terms are depicted in Tab. 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Usage type</th>
<th>Search term(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Serious Games</td>
<td>(“Serious” AND “Games”) OR (“Serious” AND “Gaming”)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gamification</td>
<td>“Gamification”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Games with a purpose</td>
<td>“Games” AND “purpose”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tab. 2: Search terms employed in the keyword search in the journals S&G and G&C

Keyword search in the journals S&G and G&C revealed another 25 relevant publications. Together with the publications already identified by manual search, the literature sample consists of 67 publications. Since Ping et al. [PGT10] and Goh and Ping [GP14] report about the same study, only the more recent publication is considered for the literature sample. Hence, 66 publications remain in the literature sample for this review.
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4 Theoretical Foundation of Using Games and Game Elements for Learning and Motivation

In the literature sample investigated, we can distinguish between theory-based publications and non-theory-based publications. A publication is hereby called theory-based, when it explains how games and game elements facilitate learning and motivation by referring to theories. Only 34 publications can be called theory-based according to this definition. They name 28 different theories, of which 6 are mentioned more than twice. Since this indicates their relevance in the field, these theories are selected and presented in Tab. 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theory</th>
<th>Focus</th>
<th>Number of Mentions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Flow Theory of Motivation</td>
<td>Motivation</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-determination Theory</td>
<td>Motivation</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experiential Learning Theory</td>
<td>Learning</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goal-setting Theory</td>
<td>Motivation</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bloom's Taxonomy</td>
<td>Learning</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constructivist Learning Theory</td>
<td>Learning</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tab. 3: Theories mentioned more than once in the literature sample

In order to characterize the theoretical foundation of using games and game elements for learning and motivation, these theories as well as the extent to which they are employed in the respective publications are described in the following.

4.1 Flow Theory of Motivation

Flow theory of motivation is the most cited theory in the literature sample. It describes a so-called “flow state”, in which people forget about their surroundings and lose their sense of time [Cs91]. The state of flow is characterized by intense concentration, merging of action and awareness, loss of reflective self-consciousness, a sense that one can control one’s actions, distortion of temporal experience and experience of an activity as intrinsically rewarding [NC02]. When being in flow, an individual operates at full capacity which means they even neglect hunger, fatigue or discomfort in order to continue pursuing an activity [NC02]. However, in order to experience the flow state, the challenge of the activity has to be in balance with the skills of the individual: Too much challenge causes anxiety, whereas too little challenge leads to boredom [NC02]. Flow has been described as a part of the gameplay experience in the literature sample [Al12; Be12; DBS13; Ha13; Ka12; KH13; LLS13; Mu11; Na12; OL13; Ok13; PR14; RUO14; SW13; WS14; WR12; WSR11]. Bedwell et al. [Be12] link various game attributes to learning outcomes. The game attribute “conflict/challenge” can thus lead to a flow state, if the degree of challenge automatically adapts to the skill level of the player. Kankan-
The challenge of a game therefore has to match the player’s skills [Ka12]. Koops and Hoevenaar [KH13] note that serious games are likely to trigger a flow state. However, they argue that flow might even distract the player from learning, since deeper reflection on the content of the game does not take place while being in flow [KH13]. Liu et al. [LLS13] agree that challenge has to match the player’s skills. However, since their publication focuses on competition in games, they define the challenge of a game as the opposing player’s skills. Hence, they conclude that both players’ skill levels have to match in order to enter the flow state [LLS13]. Mueller et al. [Mu11] examine the use of virtual worlds as knowledge management platforms. In their study, they found that users of virtual worlds reported a flow-like state [Mu11]. They hence propose that because of the game-like characteristics of a virtual world, a flow state is achieved which in turn leads to important knowledge-related activities [Mu11]. Nadolski et al. [Na12] investigate architectures for multiuser learning scenarios and declare flow as the optimal learning state. They conclude that it is important for these architectures to ensure a flow state e.g. by logging player data in order to inform design [Na12]. Oksanen [Ok13] refers to flow as one of the seven core game experiences during gameplay and agrees that challenge has to match the player’s skills in order to enter the flow state. The remaining publications also mention flow as a part of the gameplay experience and important for player motivation [Al12; DBS13; Ha13; OL13; PR14; RUO14; SW13; WS14; WR12; WSR11]. In summary, flow can be seen as a core experience of gameplay and is achieved by the challenge of a game corresponding to the player’s individual skills.

4.2 Self-determination Theory

The main aspects of self-determination theory are motivation and personality, thus it can be called a motivation theory [RD00]. Different psychological needs are a central construct of this theory [RD00]. Every human thus has the need for competence, relatedness and autonomy. Fulfilling these needs leads to motivation, whereas neglecting them results in discouragement [RD00]. In the literature sample, publications mention self-determination theory to describe motivational effects of gamified applications [Ka12; LHC12; LLS13; MK14; Sc15; SW13; Te13; WS14; WR12; WSR11]. However, self-determination theory is not a crucial element in most of these publications; it is rather mentioned among others in their literature overviews. Only Kankanhalli et al. [Ka12] and Liu et al. [LLS13] link the psychological needs of self-determination theory with digital video games by referencing Ryan et al. [RRP06]. Following this argumentation, autonomy is achieved in games by letting players choose sequences of actions [RRP06]. Perceived competence is enhanced by tasks within the game that provide optimal challenges, and a feeling of relatedness can be achieved for example in multiplayer games, where players interact with each other [RRP06]. Taking a look at competitive elements, Liu et al. [LLS13] note that competition can have both positive and negative impacts on the enjoyment of the gameful experience: External incentives might for example undermine the feeling of autonomy, since the player is pushed into a certain direction. However, they also claim that competition can satisfy the player’s need for competence.
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[LLS13]. Mutter and Kundisch [MK14] agree that external rewards like badges can lower the player’s perceived autonomy. While this may lead to an increase in the quantity of player contribution, the contribution quality might suffer [MK14]. To sum it up, self-determination theory can be linked to video games in general, and also describes how intrinsic motivation in gamified applications can be achieved [Sc15; SW13; WS14; WR12; WSR11].

4.3 Experiential Learning Theory

Experiential learning theory underlines the influence of experience on learning success [Ko84] and can hence be called a learning theory. A central construct of this theory is the so-called learning cycle which is composed of concrete experience, reflective observation, abstract conceptualization and active experimentation [Ko84]. These stages are attached to corresponding activities (i.e., feeling, watching, thinking, doing) which result in different learning styles (i.e., diverging, assimilating, converging, and accommodating) [Ko84]. Diverging refers to individuals who prefer feeling and watching (e.g., looking at concrete situations from several different viewpoints), assimilating embraces watching and thinking (e.g., thinking through logical explanations for observed phenomena), converging covers doing and thinking (e.g., applying theoretical knowledge to practical applications), and accommodating incorporates doing and feeling (e.g., trying things out rather than thinking them through) [Ko84]. Taking into account these learning styles might lead to more effective learning [Ko84]. The publications in the literature sample argue that experiential learning is supported by interactivity in games [Al12; Be10; KH13; Le13; ML11; Na12]. In contrast to other approaches in the sample, Koops and Hoveenaar [KH13] directly incorporate elements from experiential learning theory as a part of their “Serious Gaming Lemniscate Model” which consists of a learning cycle and a gaming cycle. Hereby, they provide a link between flow theory of motivation and experiential learning theory: While the gaming cycle corresponds to an experience similar to flow, the learning cycle is consistent with the learning cycle in experiential learning theory. The authors argue that by manipulating a game’s difficulty, a transition between the gaming cycle (i.e., the flow state) and the learning cycle takes place [KH13]. Hence, their model provides a first link between learning and motivation theories in the literature sample [KH13]. Monk and Lycett [ML11] describe a modified (which means strongly simplified) version of experiential learning theory by using a learning cycle that consists only of act, reflect and understand. Alklind Taylor et al. [Al12] further simplify experiential learning theory by only stating that practical experience has to precede theoretical discussion of educational content. Nadolski et al. [Na12] cite Kebritchi and Hirumi [KH08] who link the pedagogical foundations of learning games with experiential learning. Ben-Zvi [Be10] and Legner et al. [Le13] call games a form of experiential learning without further justification. We summarize that experiential learning can take place in serious games, as long as they provide possibilities to go through the stages of the learning cycle.
4.4 Goal-setting Theory

Goal-setting theory describes how goals influence motivation and task performance of individuals. Locke and Latham [LL02] draw on 35 years of empirical research on goal-setting theory, pointing out goal mechanisms and moderators of goal effects. The four goal mechanisms described consist of a directive function (goals direct attention toward goal-related activities and away from goal-irrelevant activities), an energizing function (high goals lead to greater effort than low goals), goals affecting persistence (hard goals prolong effort) and goals affecting action indirectly (goals lead to the arousal, discovery, and/or use of task-relevant knowledge and strategies). Especially the last mechanism hints at goals also leading to learning outcomes. One of the most important moderators of goal effects is goal commitment [LL02]. High goal commitment leads to a strong goal-performance relationship. The more difficult the goal, the more commitment is needed. Goal commitment is supported by the perceived importance of the goal. This perceived importance can be raised e.g. by individuals making a public commitment to the goal or letting them choose their own goals. Self-efficacy is also important for goal commitment, especially when it comes to difficult goals. It can be raised by providing success experiences, finding role-models to identify with, and persuasive communication that the individual can reach the goal (e.g., by providing solution strategies). The remaining moderators of goal effects are feedback (revealing progress in relation to the goals), task complexity (high complexity of the goal requires the ability to discover appropriate task strategies), personal goals as mediators of external incentives (i.e., taking into account personal goals and self-efficacy of a person when assigning goals), and satisfaction (achieving goals leads to satisfaction). In the literature sample, goal-setting theory is used to describe why players want to achieve certain accomplishments in gamified applications [Ha13; MK14; Op14; SW13]. Mutter and Kundisch [MK14] investigate a gamified Q&A-community and argue that goal-setting theory applies to badges in gamified applications, since badges can resemble a valuable goal to players, mostly because of their function as status symbols. Oppong-Tawiah et al. [Op14] propose that using specific, difficult and obtainable goals has a strong effect in persuasive gamified applications that foster pro-environmental behavior. Haase et al. [Ha13] and Scheiner and Witt [SW13] do not refer directly to goal-setting theory, but to self-efficacy, which is part of goal-setting theory. These publications therefore provide a theory-based explanation how goals in gamified applications lead to player motivation and performance.

4.5 Bloom’s Taxonomy

Bloom’s taxonomy describes several consecutive steps of the cognitive process that consist of remembering, understanding, applying, analyzing, evaluating and creating [AK01]. The publications in the literature sample use Bloom’s taxonomy to describe the learning outcomes of serious games [Be10; Le13; ML11]. Ben-Zvi [Be10] proposes Bloom’s taxonomy as an assessment framework for the outcomes of experiential learning. Monk and Lycett [ML11] suggest using serious games as a way of testing knowledge in higher education by aiming at the higher levels of Bloom’s taxonomy.
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(e.g., analyzing and evaluating). Last, Legner et al. [Le13] link the learning outcomes of business simulation games with Bloom’s taxonomy. In summary, Bloom’s taxonomy is used to define and to assess the learning outcomes in serious games.

4.6 Constructivist Learning Theory

Constructivist learning theory is rather a philosophical view of comprehension and knowledge in general [SD95]. A central construct of this theory is the view that knowledge does not exist on its own but is constructed in each individual’s mind [SD95]. Several so-called constructivist learning methods stem from this theory [SD95]. The publications in the literature sample mention these constructivist learning methods in combination with serious games [Ch10; Na08; Th06]. Charsky [Ch10] claims that more and more experts call for constructivist learning methods. Some of these learning methods can thus be fulfilled by serious games. A scientific evaluation of this claim, however, has still to be executed [Ch10]. Thomas [Th06] mentions constructivist learning as one of the concepts on which their so-called “pervasive learning” is based. Nadolski et al. [Na08] report a high demand for constructivist learning methods. They justify the link between serious games and constructivist learning methods only by educational experts’ opinions that serious games can meet this demand. The literature sample does therefore not contain any publication that rigorously links serious games with constructivist learning methods or that references such a publication.

4.7 Summary and Discussion

The literature review disclosed 6 relevant theories used to explain how games and game elements facilitate learning and motivation. It also showed to which extent they are incorporated in the literature sample, reaching from “mentioned in the literature overview” to “substantial part of the publication”. For most of the theories, a sufficient link to games and game elements is provided. As mentioned above, this is not the case for constructivist learning theory. One possible explanation for this is the broad scope of this theory, being rather a philosophical view of understanding and knowledge in general. Although basically being a promising possibility for future theorizing, this theory is taken out of consideration in this paper. The remaining learning theories (i.e., experiential learning theory and Bloom’s taxonomy) show the different stages of the learning cycle (i.e., concrete experience, reflective observation, abstract conceptualization, and active experimentation) and provide a framework for categorizing and assessing the desired learning outcomes (i.e., remembering, understanding, applying, analyzing, evaluating, and creating). The motivation theories (i.e., flow theory of motivation, self-determination theory, and goal-setting theory) show that player motivation depends on the challenge of a gameful experience corresponding to the player’s skills, the player perceiving competence, autonomy, and relatedness, as well as the player trying to reach several goals.
5 Theory-driven Design Guidelines for Game-based Learning and Motivation

In the following, 10 design guidelines for game-based learning and motivation are derived from the theoretical insights provided by the literature review. They result from checking every theory presented in section 4 for ways to enable learning and motivation. A short listing of the suggested design guidelines is presented in Tab. 4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Design Guideline</th>
<th>Theoretical Foundation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Balance challenge and skill</td>
<td>Flow Theory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enable perceived competence, autonomy, and relatedness</td>
<td>Self-determination Theory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employ all stages of the learning cycle</td>
<td>Exp. Learning Theory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consider different learning styles</td>
<td>Exp. Learning Theory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set specific, difficult, and obtainable goals</td>
<td>Goal-setting Theory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enable perceived goal importance</td>
<td>Goal-setting Theory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enable goal-related self-efficacy</td>
<td>Goal-setting Theory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constantly show progress in relation to goals</td>
<td>Goal-setting Theory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remind of accomplished goals</td>
<td>Goal-setting Theory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Categorize and assess specific learning outcomes</td>
<td>Bloom’s Taxonomy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tab. 4: Theory-driven design guidelines for game-based learning and motivation

The first design guideline is called “balance challenge and skill” and corresponds to flow theory of motivation. Thus, the challenge of a game has to match the player’s skills in order to enter the flow state (see section 4) [NC02]. This can for example be achieved by automatically adapting the level of difficulty in a game [Be12] or by matching players with equal skill levels in a competitive setting [LLS13]. Players might also be given the possibility to choose a difficulty level by themselves, which may in addition lead to higher goal commitment (cf. goal-setting theory). For example, a player that chooses a “hard” difficulty setting might feel more obliged to beat the game, than when given no choice. Being able to choose an “easy” difficulty setting may on the other hand help players with low self-efficacy to gain confidence about being able to beat the game.

As described in section 4, games can foster self-determination and intrinsic motivation by providing the feeling of competence, autonomy, and relatedness [RRP06]. It is therefore important for the design of such gameful experiences to promote these feelings, which is expressed by the design guideline “enable perceived competence, autonomy, and relatedness”. Autonomy is achieved in games by letting players choose sequences of actions [RRP06]. Perceived competence is enhanced by tasks within the game that provide optimal challenges and a feeling of relatedness can be achieved for example in multiplayer games, where interactions between players can take place [RRP06].
Experiential learning theory supports two design guidelines. The design guideline “employ all stages of the learning cycle” suggests that a gameful experience should encompass every learning activity (i.e., concrete experience, reflective observation, abstract conceptualization, and active experimentation) in order for players to go through the entire learning cycle (cf. section 4). This can be achieved in games by incorporating different gameplay mechanics (e.g., providing a notepad) and addressing these activities in debriefing. Taking into account different learning styles, for example by offering separate game modes for assimilating (thinking-oriented) or accommodating (action-oriented) learning styles, is addressed by the design guideline “consider different learning styles”.

Goal-setting theory supports several design guidelines. The first one is to “set specific, difficult, and obtainable goals”, since it has been shown that setting a specific and difficult goal leads to higher performance than simply urging players to do their best [LL02]. These specific goals can for example be badges or quests in gameful experiences. As perceived goal importance leads to higher goal commitment, an additional guideline is to “enable perceived goal importance”. This can be done by letting players make public commitments to their goals (e.g., by showing their goals to other players) or letting them choose their own goals. Another guideline is to “enable goal-related self-efficacy”, since this also leads to higher goal commitment. Self-efficacy can be raised by providing success experiences (e.g., easier goals for beginners), presenting role-models (e.g., players close in a leaderboard or a coaching system with experienced players), and persuading players that they are able to reach a goal (e.g., by providing hints). According to goal-setting theory, it is also important to “constantly show progress in relation to goals”, e.g. by providing progress bars or quest logs. Since accomplishing goals leads to satisfaction, another idea is to “remind of accomplished goals” to raise player satisfaction.

To help clearly point out the desired learning outcomes of gameful experiences, Bloom’s Taxonomy can be utilized. Before the development of an application/game, the desired learning outcomes may be mapped to the different steps of the cognitive process. This is due to the fact that learning outcomes like “remembering” might need different game mechanics than for example developing the ability to “evaluate”. When assessing the learning outcomes after a gaming session, this categorization can be used again to see if the players actually acquired the respective capabilities [Be10]. This design guideline is referred to as “categorize and assess specific learning outcomes”.

In summary, designers of game-based learning and motivation should pay attention to the underlying mechanisms that lead to learning and motivation in order to develop successful applications. It is important to note, however, that these design guidelines are not meant to be mandatory, hence not every design guideline has to be fully executed in every application for game-based learning and motivation.
6 Conclusion and Future Research

This study provides a basic understanding of how games and game elements facilitate learning and motivation. It also presents 10 theory-driven design guidelines for game-based learning and motivation. In contrast to existing approaches, it examines both motivation and learning theories. Since this study is a first step towards identifying the theoretical foundation of using games and game elements for learning and motivation, a limitation of these results is the restriction of the search space. It is in the nature of this research method, that one single literature review can impossibly cover all relevant publications that exist on the topic. However, this does not affect the usefulness of this paper, since it only means that future works can add to the theoretical foundation identified by this review. Future research may also focus on developing a specific theory for serious games or gamification e.g. by combining the presented learning and motivation theories. In addition, the suggested design guidelines can be empirically evaluated, e.g. by examining if existing games are violating these guidelines and how this affects the intended outcomes. After this evaluation, the presented design guidelines can be used in future research to develop scientifically sound serious games and gamified applications.
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